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ABSTRACT
We have examined the morphological make-up of X-ray bright groups. The
brighter galaxies in these groups exhibit clear morphology-density and morphology-
radius relations. The group morphology-density relation is offset from the cluster rela-
tion in the sense that at a given surface density, X-ray bright groups have a lower spiral
fraction. After correcting for projection effects the morphology-3D density relation is
still shifted towards fewer spirals for a given 3D density, in comparison with clusters.
A simple model which corrects the group data for the effects of projection and for the
expected higher merging rate in groups, brings the morphology-density relation into
good agreement with that of clusters, suggesting that the relation may be driven by
two-body interactions. The fraction of S0 galaxies in these X-ray bright groups is at
least as high as that observed in nearby clusters. Given the low velocity dispersion of
groups, this indicates that ram pressure stripping is not the dominant mechanism for
S0 formation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The well known relationship between galaxy morphology
and density (e.g. Dressler 1980; Dressler et al. 1997) sug-
gests that the environment of a galaxy may have a signifi-
cant effect on its evolution. By examining the properties of
galaxies as a function of environment it should be possible
to gain important insights into the evolution of both galax-
ies and galaxy systems. Particularly interesting is the group
environment, which is typically made up of between three
and a few tens of galaxies. These systems are gravitation-
ally bound systems in which the density and velocities of the
member galaxies suggest that mergers and interactions are
more common than in clusters or in the field (e.g. Mamon
1992, 2000a). In addition, the majority of galaxies are found
in a group environment (Tully 1987), and many galaxies in
clusters will once have been part of groups.
Perhaps the most striking connection between group
and galaxy properties is the fact that almost all X-ray
bright groups contain a bright early-type galaxy located at
the spatial and kinematic centre of the group (Zabludoff &
Mulchaey 1998). This central galaxy is presumably the re-
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sult of early merging activity in the collapsing group core
(Governato et al. 1996) and given the high expected rates of
mergers in present day groups, this central galaxy may still
be rapidly growing through mergers and accretion. Other
galaxies in the group are also likely to be affected by the
group environment. Postman & Geller (1984) and Ramella
et al. (1999) have shown that galaxies in groups follow a
morphology-density relation. However, it is not clear if this
is the same relation as for clusters as some X-ray bright
groups appear to have spiral fractions consistent with those
found in rich clusters (Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998).
It is also known that there is a connection between the
morphological make-up of groups and the presence of dif-
fuse X-ray emission (e.g. Pildis et al. 1995; Henry et al.
1995; Mulchaey et al. 1996), in the sense that X-ray detected
groups tend to be spiral poor, whilst undetected groups con-
tain more late-types. In this and a companion paper (Hels-
don & Ponman 2002) we aim to look in some detail at the
relationship between the X-ray and optical properties of X-
ray bright galaxy groups. Here we focus on the morphologi-
cal makeup of these systems, and examine the morphology-
density relation of X-ray bright groups.
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Figure 1. Spiral fraction (including irregulars) versus radius (in units of the virial radius, RV ) for X-ray bright groups. Each radial bin
contains at least 75 galaxies.
2 THE SAMPLE
The group sample used here is the sample of 24 X-ray bright
groups originally studied by (Helsdon & Ponman 2000a).
The X-ray properties of this sample are discussed exten-
sively in Helsdon & Ponman (2000a) and Helsdon & Pon-
man (2000b), but the important thing for the purposes of
this work is that all these groups have detected, extended
diffuse emission, associated with the group. The presence of
a hot intragroup medium indicates that the group is a real
gravitationally bound object, rather than just a chance su-
perposition of a few galaxies — potentially a serious problem
with optically selected groups.
We also need to determine the galaxy memberships of
these groups. Unfortunately, it is not satisfactory to simply
use the galaxy memberships as given in the original group
catalogue, since the galaxies were originally selected from
different sources which in general have different selection
criteria. This problem is addressed in Helsdon & Ponman
(2002), and here we use the same technique. This proce-
dure is summarised below — for full details see Helsdon &
Ponman (2002). For each group we search the NASA/IPAC
Extragalactic Database (NED) and the Lyon-Meudon Ex-
tragalactic Database (LEDA) for galaxies lying within the
group virial radius in projection on the sky, and having re-
cession velocities within three times the group velocity dis-
persion from the catalogued group mean. The centre posi-
tion used for each group is the centre of the X-ray emission.
In most cases this position is very close to the position of
the central galaxy, with the three exceptions being bimodal
systems in which the X-ray centre falls roughly between the
two main galaxies. It is possible that the centres used in the
bimodal groups could act to obscure radial trends present
in the other groups. However, as we average over all groups
when looking at radial trends, and the bimodal systems only
make up a small fraction of the sample, this is unlikely to
have a significant effect on any results.
To ensure an even luminosity cut in all groups we use
the galaxy luminosity function of Zabludoff & Mulchaey
(2000) (for X-ray bright groups) to employ two magnitude
cuts — one which should include 50% of the total optical
group light and one which should include 90% of the to-
tal group light. For the 50% cut Helsdon & Ponman (2002)
show that for the typical group in this sample the member-
ship should be almost 100% complete, whilst approximately
35% of the total group light is missing from the 90% cut
sample. Morphological types are taken firstly from NED if
available, and then LEDA.
It should be noted that the group sample used here
should not be regarded as being statistically complete in
any way. However, we do not believe that this will introduce
any particular bias, other than the fact that since we only
use groups with detected diffuse X-ray emission, we do not
include systems with undetectably faint intergalactic gas.
The group sample should rather be regarded as a reasonably
representative sample of X-ray bright groups.
3 THE MORPHOLOGY-DENSITY RELATION
The overall spiral fraction of all these X-ray bright groups
combined is 0.425±0.035, however this spiral fraction drops
to 0.30± 0.05 if the sample is restricted to galaxies brighter
than the 50% luminosity cut. Thus these groups have lower
spiral fractions than found in the field (∼ 0.6 — Postman
& Geller 1984; Whitmore et al. 1993), particularly amongst
the more luminous galaxies.
The spiral fraction also appears to increase with radius
in these systems. In Figure 1 we plot the spiral fraction cal-
culated from all galaxies in all groups, as a function of radius
(in units of the virial radius). This plot shows that the spiral
fraction drops from about 0.6 at the outer edge (consistent
with the field population) to a value of about 0.2 in the in-
nermost regions of the groups. The spiral number fraction
and the spiral light fraction are similar to one another un-
til the central bin, where the spiral light fraction drops to
c© 2001 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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Figure 2. Spiral fraction (including irregulars) as a function of surface density (averaged over radial bins). Histogram is the relation for
local clusters (Dressler et al. 1997), and the open circles with error bars are the group data. Crossed and shaded circles represent group
points after estimated corrections for 3d density, and merging rates respectively (for clarity the error bars are omitted from these points).
less than half the number fraction, due to the presence of
a central bright early type in almost all these groups. The
spiral fraction profile for the 50% sample is similar to the
90% sample shown, but has a slightly lower spiral fraction
at each point.
This morphology-radius trend is similar to that ob-
served in galaxy clusters (Whitmore et al. 1993) and also
reported in X-ray bright groups (Tran et al. 2001). We have
also looked for evidence of a morphology-density relation.
We cannot calculate a local surface density for each galaxy
in our sample as has been done in previous cluster work (e.g.
Dressler 1980; Dressler et al. 1997) as we do not have suffi-
cient numbers of galaxies in each group. Instead we calcu-
late the average density of each of the 4 radial bins plotted
on Figure 1. We plot these points in Figure 2 along with
data from the local cluster sample of Dressler et al. (1997).
Note that the 50% group sample data is used, as the mag-
nitude cut for this sample is closest to the average of that
used by Dressler et al. for the local cluster data (the local
cluster data is derived from an apparent magnitude cut of
V = 16.5, which in turn corresponds to an absolute mag-
nitude of MV = −20.5 at the average cluster distance. Our
50% group sample B-band cut falls within the range of mag-
nitude cuts for the local cluster sample and is between 0.5
and 0.9 magnitudes brighter than the average, depending on
galaxy type).
As can be seen in Figure 2, the group points (circles)
do indeed appear to follow a morphology-density relation.
However, it is clear that the group relation is offset from
the cluster data of Dressler et al.. One explanation for this
offset could be that the relation is driven by 3D density,
rather than by projected density. In a group, fewer galaxies
will be projected along the line of sight onto the centre of the
group. Thus if a group and cluster had the same 3D density
at the centre, the projected density of the group would be
lower than that of the cluster. The projected surface density
(Σ) should be related to the 3D density (ρ) by, Σ ∝ ρR,
where R is the radius of the cluster. Assuming self-similarity
we have, R ∝ T
1
2 , and therefore Σ ∝ ρT
1
2 . So by using a
mean group and mean cluster temperature, it is possible to
correct for the effects of projection on the group data, and
compare with the cluster data. Of the 55 clusters in the
Dressler et al. local cluster sample we obtain temperatures
for 31 of them from White et al. (1997) and use the mean of
these as the typical cluster temperature. This gives a mean
cluster temperature of T = 3.85 keV in comparison with a
mean temperature of T = 0.92 keV for the group sample.
The group data corrected for the effects of 3D projec-
tion are also plotted (crossed circles) in Figure 2. It can be
seen that the points have moved in such a way as to re-
duce the discrepancy between the group and cluster points,
but there is still a significant offset between the datasets. At
comparable local 3D densities, X-ray bright groups appear
to have fewer spirals and more early-types than clusters.
This result is inconsistent with that of Postman & Geller
(1984), who found a universal morphology density relation
for groups and clusters, with low density groups being more
spiral rich than high density clusters, and with the higher
density regions in groups having the same morphological
mix as cluster regions of comparable 3D density. However,
the groups used by Postman & Geller (1984) were optically
selected, and it is possible that they included some spurious
groups or groups at an early stage of virialisation. Both of
these effects would increase the spiral fraction, and would
therefore move the group data towards the cluster data. In
comparison, our sample consists of collapsed, X-ray bright
groups. It should also be pointed out that the trend of fewer
spirals for a given 3D density is opposite to that noted by
Mamon (1986) and Hickson et al. (1988) for the Hickson
Compact Groups (HCG) (Hickson 1982). However, the ap-
parent densities of HCGs are subject to complicated and
subtle selection effects (e.g. Prandoni et al. 1994; Mamon
2000b) and in light of this it may not be particularly sur-
prising that they behave in a different way.
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Figure 3. a) Elliptical and b) S0 fractions as a function of surface density. The histograms are the relations for local clusters from
Dressler et al. (1997), open circles are the group data and shaded circles are the group points after corrections to the surface density for
the difference in merging rate between the group and cluster data.
So whilst it seems that galaxies in X-ray bright groups
do follow a morphology-density relation, this relation ap-
pears to be different to that observed in clusters. However,
groups are just small clusters, and it is reasonable to assume
that similar processes govern the morphological makeup in
both groups and clusters. The group sample here is probing
the morphology-density relation in systems approximately
an order of magnitude less massive than the clusters in
Dressler et al. (1997), and the variations seen over this large
mass range suggest that an additional parameter is needed
in the morphology-density relation.
A likely candidate for this extra parameter is the merg-
ing rate – galaxies in groups have a higher merging rate
than galaxies in clusters, due to their lower velocity disper-
sions. Using different merger cross-sections, Mamon (1992)
and Makino & Hut (1997) have shown that the merging rate
(k) scales as k ∝ σ−3
cl
, where σcl is the cluster velocity dis-
persion, and Mamon (2000a) argues that this k : σcl relation
will hold for any well-behaved merger cross section. Given
σcl ∝ T
1/2, for self-similar clusters the merging rate will thus
scale as k ∝ T−3/2. If we now assume that the spiral frac-
tion in any particular environment is a function of the 3D
density and the merging rate (as is expected given that the
number of mergers endured by a given galaxy per unit time
is P = nk = n〈vΣ(v)〉 , where n is the 3D number density
and Σ is the velocity dependent merger cross-section, see
Mamon (1992, 2000a)), we can once again scale the group
densities using the mean cluster and group temperatures, in
order to remove the effects of projection and merging rate.
The effects of scaling the group projected densities by this
factor are also shown in Figure 2. This time the group and
cluster points agree fairly well, with only the densest group
point departing somewhat from the cluster trend. Given the
likely hierarchical development of clusters, it is important
not to overinterpret this result. However, it does clearly in-
dicate that at a given 3D density morphological transforma-
tion of galaxies is more effective within X-ray bright groups
rather than within clusters.
We have also separated our group morphology-density
relation into abundances for elliptical and lenticular galax-
ies. These relations are compared with the equivalent cluster
relations in Figure 3. Note that the group points are plotted
at both the calculated surface densities and the 3D den-
sities adjusted for their higher expected merging rate (see
above). This figure clearly shows that at equivalent surface
densities, the fraction of both ellipticals and lenticulars in
groups tends to be higher than that in clusters. After scaling
the projected densities to allow for system size and merger
rate, as discussed above for spiral fractions, the points for
X-ray bright groups again come into reasonable agreement
with those for clusters, apart from an apparent deficit in
lenticulars in groups (compared to clusters) at the highest
densities.
4 DISCUSSION
Studies of the evolution of the morphology-density relation
(e.g. Dressler et al. 1997) have shown that the fraction of el-
lipticals in clusters has not evolved significantly since z∼0.5.
The elliptical fractions observed in these groups support the
suggestion of Dressler et al. that the formation of ellipti-
cals predates cluster formation, and that they are instead
formed primarily in a group environment. However, the S0
fraction in clusters at z∼0.5 is about 2-3 times smaller than
in present day clusters (e.g. Dressler et al. 1997; although
see Andreon 1998 for a different view), suggesting that some
process must have transformed the excess spirals seen in
these systems into S0s by the present day.
Major mergers do not appear able to produce enough
S0s in clusters (e.g. Okamoto et al. 2001a), and a num-
ber of other mechanisms have be proposed to explain the
transformation of spirals to S0s: ram pressure stripping (e.g.
Gunn & Gott 1972; Quilis et al. 2000), galaxy harassment
(e.g.Moore et al. 1999) or unequal mass galaxy mergers (e.g.
Bekki 1998). The fact that we see a comparable S0 fraction
in present day X-ray bright groups and clusters, suggests
that whatever process is responsible for converting spirals
c© 2001 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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to S0s in clusters also plays a significant role in creating S0s
in these groups.
This would appear to rule out ram pressure stripping of
the whole ISM of a galaxy as the dominant process. Indeed,
since ram pressure scales as the square of the galaxy velocity
within its group or cluster, ram pressure stripping should not
be effective in the low velocity dispersion group environment
(e.g. Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998; Abadi et al. 1999). Fur-
thermore, there is also evidence that ram pressure stripping
cannot produce sufficient numbers of intermediate bulge-to-
disk ratio galaxies in clusters (e.g. Okamoto et al. 2001b;
Lanzoni 2000), where it should be more effective. However,
if continuing star formation within spirals is fuelled by con-
tinuing infall of gas from a surrounding gas reservoir (still
a controversial issue), then such a reservoir should be eas-
ily removed by infall into groups as well as clusters, leading
to a gradual decline or ‘strangulation’ (Larson et al. 1980;
Balogh et al. 2000; Balogh & Morris 2000) in star forma-
tion. There is observational evidence to suggest that this
may be occurring, since late-type galaxies in groups appear
to be HI-deficient (e.g. Williams & Rood 1987; Oosterloo
& Iovino 1997; Verdes-Montenegro et al. 2001). The cessa-
tion of star formation would not in itself convert spirals to
lenticulars, so dynamical interactions are probably involved
in any case in effecting structural changes to spirals within
dense environments (tidal disruption is needed to suppress
spiral features and enhance the relative importance of the
bulge).
It is tempting to relate the difference in behaviour in the
highest density bin, between the incidence of lenticulars in
X-ray bright groups and clusters, to the apparent evolution
in cluster S0 content since moderate redshifts. In contrast,
the elliptical content of clusters is not found to evolve, and
appears to be similar to that of groups after correction for
the higher merger rate in groups. It may be, for example,
that galaxy harassment within the densest regions of the
cluster environment has further boosted the S0 content in-
herited from precursor groups: galaxy harassment depends
on the frequency of encounters (Moore et al. 1998), which
will be higher than the merger rate, and should be greatest
in the centres of clusters.
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